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3 Part Podcast Mini-Series 

How to take control of your day to day finances using a unique and proven system and succeed with 

your money’ 

Episode 3 – How to stay in control of your day to day finances and grow your money. 

 

DW - Hi, It’s David Wright, Leading Expert on Family Money Cashflow Solutions  

CM - And Carolyn Moes, Leading Spending Planner and passionate advocate of all things Spending 

Planning 

DW - Welcome back. This is Episode 3 of a special podcast series that is focusing on ‘How to stay in 

control of your day to day finances and grow your money’. 

If you haven’t had the opportunity to listen to Episode 1 where we spoke about Why people lose 

control of their finances. 

or Episode 2 where we spoke about How people can take control of their finances. 

Make sure you take the time to do that, because they are loaded with lots of great information. 

And to get access to more of our podcasts go to www.spendingplannersinstitute.com/podcast 

CM - There are also a number of resources that you can access from that link, as you continue your 

journey to taking control of your day to day finances and having success with your money. 

And don’t forget our special Bonus episode, Why Budgeting Sucks and Spending Planning is the only 

unique and proven solution to everyday money challenges. 

DW - You really need to listen to this one, because it’s breakthrough information you won’t get 

anywhere else. This episode explains in detail the principles behind Spending Planning and it’ll help 

you to get really clear on why all those budgeting apps and systems you might have tried in the past 

are next to useless if you really do want to take control of your money. 

CM -In today’s episode, Episode 3, we’ll be exploring How to stay in control of your finances and grow 

your money. 

So, let’s dive into today’s topic. 

CM - Just imagine if your fairy godmother came along today and waved her magic wand and wiped 
away all of your debt. 
 
Where do you think you could be in 12 months’ time? Would you have taken on more debt or would 
you have taken the opportunity to never go back there again and instead, create a new debt-free 
lifestyle for you and your family 
 
DW - That sounds awesome. So, where do I find one of these fairy godmothers? I think I want one. I'll 
just go and borrow a lot to money and then let her wipe away the debt, so I can go and get some 
more, and we'll just repeat that process over and over. 
 
CM - It would be so nice wouldn’t it? 
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DW – It would be!  
 
I think you’ve got some statistics that say that debt's really a problem and we all probably need a Fairy 
God mother! 
 
CM - Yes I do, and yes it would be good if it was so easy! 
 
One in six people are currently struggling under a mountain of credit card debt and the statistics show 
that that debt may never be repaid. I'm sure that every one of those people would love to have a 
magic wand or some other solution to their debt problem. 
 
 David I know in our last podcast we talked about the simple 8 step process that we use for solving 
everyday money problems and getting out of debt, but let's just imagine for today that you were lucky 
enough to have your fairy godmother come and pay you a visit, and you're now debt free. 
 
DW – Or they followed our steps – yep. 
 
CM – Absolutely! so my question for you today is simply this. Now that you are debt free, how do you 
avoid going back there in the future? 
 
DW – Yep, it's a great question and it's one we definitely need to talk about, because last time we 
talked about how to get out of debt, but how to stay out of debt is even as important, if not more 
important! 
 
CM- Yep 
 
DW - I'm sure you said one in six people; that's a staggering statistic. I think it’s almost 2 million 
Australians who cannot pay their credit card off in full, who are under serious debt stress… and I'd be 
very surprised if any of those would say, “If I could just get this debt paid off I'd be lining up to go back 
for more!” 
 
I'm sure they're all saying, “If I can get rid of this debt I will never go back there again!” 
 
And yet, you know, I think of my wife after having had our first child, saying “That's it, I'm never doing 
childbirth again”! 
 
CM – Laughs – I remember saying that. 
 
DW - and we’ve got three kids, so you know… you forget the pain, and then you kind of go.. oh it 
wouldn't be so bad… You know… we could get this new car or this toy or this fancy thing, or whatever 
and the attraction becomes stronger than the memory of the pain and bingo, there you are, back in 
debt again and before too long regretting it and wishing you'd remembered the pain more strongly. 
 
CM - Yeah definitely, 
 
DW – So How to stay out of debt and grow is definitely today's topic and look, what I've come to 
realize is that if you don't have rules around anything in life then anything can happen. People who 
have rules tend to have a much less dramatic and turbulent lifestyle, so I’m a firm believer that it’s 
putting money rules, especially debt rules, in place that makes all the difference. 
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CM – But David, I listen to you say that and I think “Oh my goodness” you know “when we were 
growing up we had rules for this and we couldn’t do this we couldn't do that and everyone’s going ah 
don't give me more rules, I'm now an adult. I want freedom I don't want a set of rules! (laughing) 
 
DW – Well, you know… you think about those rules. We might have hated them as kids but isn't it the 
rules that shaped you as the person you are? 
 
And look, I was a school teacher for years and I could easily identify the kids who didn't have any 
rules at home 
 
CM – mmm 
 
DW – They came to school with no rules either and thought they could do anything, whenever, 
whatever, and they were the ones who were out of control and caused chaos! 
 
CM - Yeah and I guess it's part of that whole discipline thing, as much as we hate that word… if we put 
some simple disciplines into our life it just makes life go so much smoother doesn't it? 
 
DW - Look I'm sure that I've said this before on some of these podcasts and I'm sure I'll say it again 
“No one gets a gold medal without having a coach and a team around them” 
 
Anyone who gets a gold medal… there's one thing that they engage, to achieve that gold medal, and 
it's discipline 
 
CM - Yep! 
 
DW – The team helps them to discipline themselves… so they’ve actually got people who are there to 
show them what to do and help them to do it; but it's discipline, self-discipline, that allows these 
people who achieve extreme things, to achieve. People who don't have discipline, who don't have 
rules, who just, do whatever… very rarely achieve anything worthwhile and that's why they need the 
Fairy Godmother; because someone’s gotta bail them out! 
 
CM – Yeah, yes, without those rules and that discipline they are literally just sitting there waiting for 
their fairy godmother aren't they? 
 
DW – and that's why those eight simple steps that we gave people last time, 
 
CM – mmm 
 
DW - Really they are rules aren’t they? They’re rules for getting out of debt. 
 
So what we're going to talk about first today is… What are the rules that you might want to put in 
place to stay out of debt. 
 
And let's get over the stigma of having to have rules! Rules help us achieve a better lifestyle and a 
better outcome in life. 
So if you've currently got debt stress and you don't want to go back into debt in the future, you need 
some really clear personal debt rules before you start the process, even before you start the process 
of getting out of your current debt, 
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CM – mm-hmm 
 
DW - otherwise you're gonna end up back where you started. 
 
So you need to consider questions like; would you borrow to invest? 
 
Maybe you said I'm never gonna have debt again but maybe you then thought, well there's such a 
thing as good debt and bad debt. Would I borrow to buy a new car or would I borrow to buy a jet ski 
or some other toy? 
 
What does sensible borrowing and what does sensible investment look like? 
 
Is it okay to borrow for a car? What's the difference between good debt and bad debt? 
 
These are questions that people listening need to really stop and think about because I'm guessing 
that most of the 1 in 6 people that you referred to earlier are in what I would call bad debt; often 
referred to as consumer debt. 
 
They've borrowed for things that aren't worth what they paid for them and what the debt is so 
they're in the debt trap. 
 
CM - Yep 
 
DW - Have you ever hire purchased a car or something that you wish that you hadn't later on? 
 
CM - Probably not. I… we never owned a brand-new car when we were busy raising our three 
children, and back then it was pretty tough. We always had second-hand vehicles and we always paid 
cash for them back then because we didn't want to go into debt. 
 
You talk about debt rules… and I have a few that I've given myself along the way, and a lot of those I 
can trace right back to my early childhood where I made a decision, very early on, that I would not go 
into debt because I saw my family struggle with money and I just didn't want to go there. 
 
So I never had… well back then we didn't have credit cards so you would save up for things. 
 
The most we had then was lay-buy… and lay-buy is a little different today. You know we've got the 
whole ‘pay after you buy’ kind of set up now, but that's another topic totally! 
 
So yeah for me I put some debt rules in place fairly early in my life and I'm sure I'll share a few 
of those along the way as we're getting into this topic today. 
 
DW – Yeah absolutely! 
 
I'm sure you've heard me say “In life we learn far more from pain than we ever do from pleasure” 
 
CM – mm-hmm 
 
DW - And so people who are suffering under the agony of debt and saying “Oh, you know, this is 
stupid! When I get out of debt I'll never go back there again”… 
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We know that unless they've got rules, there's a very big chance they will go back there! 
 
So the thing is that, you know, have a think about what was it that got you into that debt and make a 
rule that basically says… all right that can't happen again 
 
CM - mm-hmm 
 
DW - That's not to say that there can't be some other situation that comes along that you don't have 
a rule for yet, that you get suckered by, and there you are back in the hole so we ….. 
 
CM - Well that's right! So, we do need to put some Debt Rules in place. Can I tell you a story of a Debt 
Rule I have put in place for myself? 

DW – You’re going to tell the story of the little black dress aren’t you. 

CM – Yes I am! And it’s a great story… I went shopping with a friend who had more money than I did 
and I had a budget of $1 for a new dress for a wedding and I ended up spending $ because my friend, 
who had more money than me, convinced me that I needed to buy it. 
 
Now my rule that I created after that was, (and I share this with my clients), don't shop with rich 
friends, or don't shop with people who have more money than you do! 
 
And that's a simple debt rule that I've now put in place since then. 
 
DW - yep so, I’ve got a list of rules here that are examples. 
 
Clearly everybody listening to this podcast is going to have different life circumstances and different 
values and experiences. 
 
So everybody listening in… you're going to need to make your own rules. 
 
So what we'll do here is… we'll give you some examples of some debt rules, and you can adopt them if 
you like, but after this podcast is over, you need to sit down with a pen and paper and start writing 
down… okay, so what will my debt rules be? 
 
So here's one that I made… 
 
Carolyn I asked you about buying a car, because I.. one of my lessons, that gave me this rule, “Never 
borrow for things that you don't absolutely need”… you know, I convinced myself that I needed a 
newer car. The old one was doing okay, but I just… you know.. our friends, people that we knew.. all 
had nicer fancier cars, and I thought “Well why can't we be like them” you know? 
 
CM – yep 
 
DW - And you can't see the stress, the debt stress, that people are in. All you see is the façade 
 
CM – mm-hmm 
 
DW – cause they’ve got a lovely house and a lovely car… and the kids all wear designer clothes, and 
they go on holidays! 
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It all looks wonderful and you can go… Oh I wish I had that life! 
 
But you’ve got no idea… the debt stress, and what's going on behind the scenes because you only see 
the surface. 
 
CM - mm-hmm it’s the whole.. keeping up with the Joneses syndrome. 
 
DW – Exactly… You know I bought this car it was $11,000 and that was a lot more money then than it 
is now and I was so foolish that I even thought, you know, I'm going to teach guitar lessons after work 
and I'll earn the money to make the repayments 
 
So basically once I bought that car, I had the teach guitar lessons for five years every afternoon after 
work to pay for it! … Which was totally stupid! But at the time it felt like a smart thing to do. 
 
But when I started feeling like, Oh I wish I hadn't done this and I thought “I'm gonna sell the car!” 
What I discovered was, the car wasn't worth the amount of debt that I had 
 
CM - mm-hmm 
 
DW - because the car had lost value faster than I was paying off the loan. And a lot of the people 
listening in would know exactly what I'm talking about here! 
 
So my first rule is.. never borrowed for things you don't absolutely need 
 
So, you need a house but you don't need a mansion 
You need a car, but you don't need a Rolls Royce 
 
Holidays… I've got here on my list. You don't need a holiday that is paid for by debt! 
 
It's so hard to get up in the morning thinking.. Oh I've gotta go to work to pay for the holiday that we 
had last year. The thrill of the holiday is long gone but the debt’s still there! 
 
CM - And I'm just gonna say David that's a real biggie… it really is. I've even had clients where they've 
said to me, you know, “I really need this holiday; I deserve it; I've worked really hard this year and we 
can't quite afford it, but we're just gonna put it on the credit card because we really need this!” 
 
And the number of my clients that do that; and you're right… because a couple of months down the 
track they're like.. oh my goodness, I'm still paying off that holiday! I can’t even remember it now, you 
know! 
 
DW - I got all the photos but who looks at the photos (laughing) 
 
 
CM – Yeah that right. 
 
DW - So here's the rule that I made after the mistake of buying that car because everybody else had 
one. 
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Because I realized that the car lost value faster than I could pay off the loan; and then I was stuck 
between the rock and a hard place, because if I sold the car I had to find the difference between what 
I got for the car and what I owed on the car loan. 
 
The rule is, if you really really really want to buy some consumer item that you know the moment you 
drive it out of the car yard, or you walk out the shop door… it's not worth what you paid for it because 
if you try to sell that bright shiny object on eBay or Gumtree or somewhere else… because you 
suddenly realise… oh my goodness I shouldn't have bought this thing! I've got to get rid of it! 
 
CM – mmm 
 
DW - No one is going to give you full price or even close to what you paid for it! 
 
It just lost value the moment you walked out the door! 
 
So the rule was, you've got to save up 50%. 
 
CM – Right 
 
DW - You can borrow the other 50% because you're pretty sure that if a week after you bought it you 
realize that you shouldn't have done it, you can usually sell something for half of what you paid for it, 
especially if it's only a week old. 
So you've got an escape route if you really need one 
So that was a rule that I made. 
 
Your rule was to just save up the whole lot! 
 
CM - And it was possibly a little bit easier back then because cars weren't quite so expensive, or we 
just chose to buy cheaper ones that we could afford. 
 
DW – So here’s another rule… Don't borrow for big-ticket items if you can pay cash, even if you feel 
like it make sense to keep the money in an offset account. This is something that you and I were 
talking about earlier before we came on the call. 
 
CM – And I know we had a bit of a difference of opinion on that David. 
 
Because we’ve used the  40 month interest free or whatever it might be, because I thought… well… 
that money's better sitting in my offset account rather than sitting in somebody else's pocket, so I've 
chosen to pay that monthly amount knowing that I'm gonna get it paid off well and truly before that 
forty months. But then you've got another side to that story haven't you? 
 
DW - What you said sounds smart and I've done it too, in fact an accountant suggested to me that I 
should buy a car, and I had the money to pay cash for it. He said, but if you borrow the money 
you can claim the interest on the loan, because this was a business car. For a business purchase you 
can claim the interest as a tax deduction. So I thought OK that's a great idea! So I didn't pay cash, I 
borrowed the money. 
 
But then life changed, and the money disappeared much faster than I thought it would. 
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And suddenly I’ve got this car on hire purchase… great idea says the accountant you can claim the 
interest! But suddenly here we are struggling to meet the repayments and the money that I could 
have paid cash for the car with was gone. 
 
Once again (this was a different car than the other one), I was between a rock and a hard place. So 
that was the second fancy car I regretted buying! 
 
So if that situation ever came up again I would just buy the car with cash! 
 
CM - I know from working with my clients that life can change so rapidly! 
 
I've had clients who who've had full-time jobs then all of a sudden there's been a downturn in that 
particular industry. I know one of my clients is a construction worker and construction workers at the 
moment are really struggling because we have a downturn in that trade especially in the big cities 
where there's been too much construction. 
 
So some of these guys are being laid off and some are losing their Saturday work which was overtime, 
and they're losing five or six hundred dollars a week. All of a sudden, they can't afford to pay the 
mortgage or the car loan payments. 
 
This is what we talked about in Episode 1. 
 
So yeah you're right life is so changeable that we don't want to put ourselves in the position where 
that could happen. 
 
DW – You always want to think about what else could happen, and if it happens, are you going to be 
in a situation where you regret making the choices you’ve made! 
 
A lot of money experts say you should save up three months’ worth of income and put that into an 
account where you've got easy access to it, because if life changes in an instant and you lose your job, 
you get sick and you can't work, or whatever, you’ve got three months to sort out the problem.  
 
CM – Yep. Much better than living just one payday away from bankruptcy! 
 
DW – Absolutely! 
 
You know That doesn't really sound like a debt rule to me... It's probably more like a life rule for 
financial wellbeing! 
 
CM - Yeah I think you’re right. It should definitely be a life rule… You need to save up that buffer 
emergency fund and have it sitting there ….. just in case! 
 
OK… so what other debt rules have we got David? 
 
DW - My next tip or rule maybe… “Never pay the recommended retail price for anything and 
especially not for things that you intend paying for with debt” 
 
Cm - Yep! 
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DW - You need to look for smarter ways to get what you want. Carolyn I know you've got a rule you 
were telling me about before. What's your rule? 
 
CM – I have, and it's simply this… I never buy anything that is not on sale because when you go to the 
shops everything is on sale all the time, and if it's not on sale this week, it's going to be on sale very 
soon. 
 
DW - Wait for it if it's not on sale this week 
 
CM - That's exactly right you know…. and I've been known to go in to Myer, because I have a bit of a 
fetish for Myer clothing, and it's very expensive… I have never bought anything in Myer that hasn't 
been 50% off and I've been known to see a dress one week and actually hide it on another rack 
(laughing) 
 
DW – (laughing) Hmm we might need to cut this bit out of the recording!!!  
 
CM – No! 
 
DW - No we’ll leave it in. 
 
CM – It’s… it's easier to find when you go back a week later…. (laughs) and you find it's not on special 
anymore! … 
 
No… It's a simple rule, and it works for me and it means that I can buy really good quality at the right 
price…so… it lasts a lot longer. 
 
There are lots of benefits in buying a better brand. 
 
And in Episode Two we talked about negotiating the prices down. Comparing prices at the different 
retailers and saying “I can get this at a better price down the road” Can you do better? 
 
DW – And you know what I said before about saving up half of the price of any consumer items you 
might want to buy before using finance? If you are totally committed to buying something and you 
can get it at half price, you just saved yourself from having to save the deposit if you’re using that 
rule! 
 
Mind you, if you can get a 50% discount from a retailer you’re probably still gonna find it’s not super 
easy to sell it at your buy price if you do need to sell it, but you’d have to be a lot safer if it did come 
down to that! 
 
CM – That’s right. Exactly. 
 
DW – So that’s a great tip…. Shop around, twist the salesman’s arm, haggle, don’t pay full price…  
 
Hey here’s another shopping tip I just remembered… If you know you’re not that good at haggling and 
negotiating, if you’ve got a friend who is good at it, get them to go shopping and they can do the 
haggling for you. 
 
Funny thing, most people would be better at haggling for someone else than they would be for 
themselves…. and that will stop you from getting upsold to as well. Your friend will be shopping for 
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exactly what you told them and not letting emotions get in the way like they may well have if it was 
you shopping! 
 
CM -  David I’m not sure if you told me this idea or if I read it somewhere but if you write down your 
criteria for a new car and you actually give that criteria to a friend and say you go and shop for me.. it 
takes the emotion out of that purchase. 
 
DW - Yep I think it was me. I’ve been saying that for years. Think about it… how do you keep emotions 
out of a purchase like that? 
 
CM – Yep 
 
DW – You just need to leave emotions behind and it’s pretty much impossible to do that when you’re 
looking at something like a car, so get someone else to do it for you. 
 
They’ll be thinking… This is what I was told to go shopping for, this is what I'll get! 
 
Cm – Yep 
 
DW – Another rule… always pay more than the minimum loan repayment 
 
CM – mmm 
 
DW – So that basically means then that you get ahead.. and if something happens, you know… life 
exerts itself is how I think you describe it 
 
CM – Exactly 
 
DW - It gives you other options when things go wrong… You can probably negotiate to miss a 
payment because you're already ahead of where you needed to be. 
 
Change the way that you think about possessions they really are overrated 
 
Do you really need all that stuff? 
 
CM – Yeah 
 
DW - You know my wife and I.. our kids have grown up, we've got grandkids and we've thrown out or 
disposed of so much stuff in the last decade since our kids moved out, and as we were throwing it out 
and getting rid of it I'm thinking… what possessed me to want to buy this stuff in the first place? 
 
Really think… do you need this thing before you go shopping 
 
If you've ever had to deal with a deceased estate. 
 
CM – Oh yeah! Nobody is interested. Sometimes you’ve almost got to give it away! 
 
DW – Yep we’ve been through that. 
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CM – Also think about gift purchases for people. After my Mum passed away I was cleaning out her 
house and I found 13 brand new nightgowns that I had bought for various birthdays and Mother’s 
Days. My mother was always so appreciative… but I obviously wasted a lot of money on something 
that wasn’t needed!. 

So, I made a rule last Christmas that I would buy gifts for people that, No. 1 – were useful, No. 2 – 
were something that I knew they would buy for themselves anyway, so I was actually saving them 
money. An example of this is I bought my son & daughter-in-law 3 activities they could do during the 
school holidays that would save them money and give them some enjoyment as a family. 

The op-shop stores are overflowing with stuff, so I’m giving gifts that won’t end up there! 
 
And that reminds me of another debt rule that I've actually put in place for myself… because if I do go 
shopping 
 
DW – You go to the Op-Shop? 
 
CM – No no no  Well I’ve done that too! But if I do go shopping and I see something that I think I want 
to purchase, I will walk away, think about it for 24 hours 
 
DW – (butts in) and come back another day 
 
CM - and then come back to it the next day, and often you will find that within that 24 hours you've 
realized that you don't really need it that badly after all. 
 
DW – The sparkle has gone away! 
 
CM - That's right; and that takes the emotion out of that purchase doesn't it? Because you've given 
yourself that time to actually think about it. Is this a need or a want? Do I really need this? 
 
DW -  Yep… 
 
Another rule that I've got here; and I think this almost goes without saying, and it's probably what 
most people do, but; if you're going to borrow money… you know, you've decided that you're going to 
do this thing; well then you want to make sure you're gonna get the best deal, the one that suits you 
best! 
 
Go to a broker rather than going directly to one of the bank's, because they've only got a set suite of 
products that are their products, on offer, whereas a broker is going to be able to look at all of the 
lending institutions products… what they've got on offer, and pick the best one for you. 
 
CM -  yeah. 
 
DW - And constantly be checking, at least every year, make sure you check… am I on the best deal? 
 
Could I negotiate a better interest rate or a better deal. 
 
CM – Yep. 
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DW - Ah…I've got another one here… Make looking for ways to earn more money your hobby, rather 
than being conned into thinking that you'll get more pleasure out of spending it. 
 
So what I'm talking about here is… You know.. on the weekends, when you're bored, and you're trying 
to get over the stressful week that you've just persevered.. you know.. five days at work, all of the 
stress.. You've got two days off and then suddenly it’s Monday and back for more stress. 
 
And you’re thinking, what can I do this weekend to sort of make myself feel good? I know… let's go 
shopping! 
 
What I found was, that life became very exciting! 
 
You know.. I was a schoolteacher and I can't say that I loved my job; there was a heck of a lot of stress 
in there. 
 
But I got so excited after I discovered this whole Spending Planer system that I created for helping 
people take control of their finances, 
 
That I didn't need to go shopping at all because I found so much excitement from thinking, “Wow, I'm 
actually creating a business that's gonna be helping people!” and I didn't know anything about 
business. 
 
So it's like I started what people would nowadays call a side hustle I guess, and I got so tied up with 
the excitement of starting that, and generating income from it that, I didn't go spending money… I 
went earning money. 
 
So I've got this idea that people could actually go… “What could I do that would be so exciting that 
would be earning money that would then take the focus on spending money?” 
 
CM -  mmm yeah 
 
DW - I don't know that that’s a debt rule.. it's probably a life tip! I think we probably should do a 
whole podcast on ways to earn extra money because.. 
 
CM - yeah there's a lot in that David and there's a lot of good ideas that yeah and I know a lot of my 
clients have got, you know little side things that they’re good at, that they've then created a mini 
business. 
 
DW – Yeah… turn your passion into income; absolutely 
 
CM - Yep yep… absolutely! 
 
DW - Another one that I'm sure I've mentioned before that I’ve got here on my list… always consider 
the ongoing cost of ownership with every purchase you make. 
 
Even if you purchase something with high ongoing cost without going into debt on the purchase, you 
may well end up in debt because of the repairs, maintenance, and storage costs (laughing). 
 
CM - Yeah and that's a real biggie David, and I know we've talked about this before as well. It's things 
like putting in a pool and the initial purchase… fantastic… then you've got to think about the ongoing 
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maintenance of that pool, the chemicals that you have to put in, the pump that needs replacing in a 
few years, and all those sorts of things. 
 
DW -  I'm sure we've talked about cars too, which is another one. You've got the servicing and the 
tyres and the insurance 
 
CM – Yeah 
 
DW - The ongoing costs, so whatever it is that you're thinking of borrowing to spend money on, a rule 
that says… before I decide I’m gonna buy something.. check out what the life expectancy is; what’s 
the maintenance and ongoing costs are going to be 
 
CM – yeah 
 
DW - So that I don't find myself going into debt trying to keep the maintenance up 
 
CM - Well that's right. 
 
And we've talked about cars and pools, and they're things, but even think about the cost of a puppy 
you know, and that's an emotional decision, but it also can be a very expensive decision in the long 
term. 
 
DW – Absolutely (laughs)… Just think twice before you 
 
CM – Well yeah give yourself that 24 hours to think about it! It's a really good debt rule to put in place  
 
DW – Yep! 
 
Here's one that would apply… interest rates on mortgages mainly. I can't tell you the number of 
people who have contacted me over the years, when interest rates were going up; they'd locked their 
interest rate to save the pain of a higher interest rate. 
 
CM -  hmm 
 
DW - And then they sold their house, or they've decided they want to refinance to a better deal 
 
CM – yeah 
 
DW – And find that they've got to pay what's called a break fee. 
 
CM – Yep 
 
DW – to break the fixed interest rate 
 
CM – yeah 
 
DW - If you're thinking of selling your home, or refinancing, or you're gonna change anything, or if you 
think there's a possibility that your life circumstances could change, don’t lock your interest rate 
without checking to see if your gonna have to pay a penalty to unlock it, so that you can sell the 
house, to move on to that next chapter of your life or deal with whatever is coming at you. 
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You know I learned that the hard way as well! 
 
I fixed my interest rate when variable was at 18% and I locked in at 15% thinking I was smart, but the 
18 soon became 12 and I was left at 15 
 
CM -  yeah yeah 
 
DW – Since then I've decided that the banks are not gonna offer a fixed interest rate for your benefit 
 
CM – yep 
 
DW - It's for their benefit. So if they're offering ‘whatever’ as a fixed interest rate they obviously think 
there's a good chance that they'll come out better off then you will or they wouldn't offer it. 
 
So I have a rule now; and this is just my personal rule, I'm not trying to tell people “you should follow 
this”, but think about it. 
 
My rule is, “I will never fix an interest rate” because I’ve being better off by not fixing, so yeah, that's 
just a rule 
 
Uum… make sure you are really clear on the difference between good debt and bad debt before 
considering borrowing money. 
 
Cm – Yep 
 
DW - We probably should have talked about this one sooner, but we've arrived here. 
 
Some of the people listening in might be thinking “what do you mean?” 
 
CM – Yeah 
 
DW – I hate all Debt! (laughter) I’m in so much debt… I can’t imagine debt being good. 
 
Cm – Yeah, How can debt be good? 
 
DW – Have you got a definition for good debt and bad debt? 
 
CM - Yeah look David it's, it's very simple… Good debt is debt that can actually lead to more wealth. 
OK! And bad debt leads to less wealth. 
 
So think about your home as your prime example, you buy a home, you take out a mortgage, you 
keep that home for long enough for it to increase in value. You sell that home… you've created some 
wealth.. right. 
 
Bad debt, obviously things like Credit Card debt, Consumer debt, borrowing to buy things that lose 
value. 
 
DW - Absolutely and that one in six people that you referred to earlier would be suffering from having 
bad debt. 
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CM – Bad debt…Absolutely 
 
DW - I can think of plenty of people who have taken on what they thought was good debt. You 
know…they buy the investment property but it's negatively geared, and then the property market falls 
and suddenly what they thought was good debt turned out to be bad debt! 
 
So think twice about the advice that people might be giving you for creating wealth, because not all 
wealth gurus are actually are wealth gurus! 
 
CM - No that's right and it is very important, David…and that's a whole other topic as well, but owning 
an investment property, and I know this from personal experience, (laughs) it can be a very expensive 
exercise.. and it's not always beneficial to you as the owner of the investment property, so but as I 
said you know, there's a whole other topic of conversation we can do about that 
 
So David.. just in finishing up today, because we are about to run out of time. Where do we go from 
here? What do we do? 
 
DW - Yep well you know we've thrown a few ideas in the Hat, but anybody listening basically and 
especially if they are currently under bit of stress, they need to listen to the last podcast with that 
eight steps for getting out of debt, 
 
Your fairy godmother probably isn't going to appear, 
 
CM – (laughs) NO 
 
DW - but you need to make rules. You have to say “Stop!”, sit down with your other half, and yeah 
okay so this is where we're at in their life. This is what bought us here. 
 
There are things that happen in the past that we do not want them to happen again, so what are the 
rules that we should put in place that say when this happens we won't do that! 
 
CM- yep yeah 
 
DW - and put them on paper, laminate them, put them somewhere where you’re gonna see them, 
and stick to them! And if you ever consider breaking them, go and get some expert advice from 
somebody else to say, you know, we've had this rule for a while but we're thinking of doing such and 
such 
 
CM -  mm-hmm 
 
DW - Why should we and why shouldn't we? 
 
And whenever you do make these decisions you should have a bit of paper with a pros and cons 
column and put the pluses and minuses before you make any of these decisions 
 
CM -  mm-hmm and that in itself is almost a rule isn't it, looking at the pros and cons and weighing up 
the decision. 
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DW - So now that we’ve talked about some sample rules it's time to make your own. Think about 
what debt you would be prepared to take on when you have paid off your current loans and the 
reasons why and WRITE YOUR RULES DOWN. 

Once you have them clearly defined, type up a nice neat copy and have it laminated and put it 
somewhere you will see it regularly. 

CM – okay, so now we have some clear debt rules in place, how do we grow our money? 

DW – Well first of all you should be setting goals. When you think about it, it is pretty clear that 
setting goals is not only important, it is essential! How can you get what you want in life if what you 
want is a moving target or a non-descript thing? 

I sell a book by a Wealth Coach by the name of Bodo Schaffer. In it he talks about goals, and how 
important I it is to set them and how important I it is for them to be really specific. 

He says life is like a mail order company. You receive exactly what you order. It’s no good just saying 
I’d like lots of money one day. To make his point he uses the analogy, and I really love this… he says if 
you placed an order for ‘Something Nice’, what would you expect to receive in the mail? 

You could receive anything! 

You might get a plastic bag with some rose petals in it, you might get some chocolates… you might get 
a photo of a mountain view! Something nice could be millions of things. You have to be really clear 
about what you want, or anything could turn up, and you Bodo Schaeffer – shopping online …..buy 
something really nice – could be anything. Be really clear about what you want or anything could turn 
up and you need to define it and declare it. 

Once you have decided what you want you also have a much better chance of working out how to get 
it! 

CM – That’s so true. I am working with a client at the moment who is struggling with trying to reach 
her big goal, which is their first home purchase, and they also want to have a second child. So her 
problem is, it’s hard for her to give up the little things, like Netflix, Stan and Spotify to reach the big 
goal. I suggested that she needed to get a picture of a beautiful new home and a new baby and put it 
up on her fridge and then put a date on it for when she wanted to reach that goal, so everyday when 
she sees the photo she’s reminded that she is giving up the small things to get something that is far 
more important to her.  

DW – I know a lady who wants to lose weight, so she found a photo of a model with a nice shapely 
body and she had it enlarged and printed out. She cut the head off and stuck a similar sized photo of 
her head in its place and put the finished image on her fridge door, so she saw herself with her new 
body every time she went near the fridge. 

CM – yep, so it’s like you said, you’ll never get what you want in life if you’re not really clear on what it 
is you really want and then put a date on it. 
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DW – So once you’ve got some clear goals in place I think one of the next things you need to do is cut 
your expenses without cutting your lifestyle. 

CM – Oh I’ve got a great story about that. I have a client who has 4 young children and she said one of 
the things she struggles most with is when it comes to the weekend and they want to take the kids 
somewhere, it always seems to cost them a bucketload of money. So I said to her, next time you take 
the kids to the beach and want to buy them ice-creams, instead of buying 6 ice-creams for $24, go to 
the closest supermarket and buy a 2 litre tub of ice-cream and 6 plastic spoons and save yourself $20! 
Then the kids can sit on the beach and each as much ice-cream as they want. So you cut your 
expenses without cutting your lifestyle. You just need to think outside the box a little! 

DW – That sounds like common sense to me! OK so then I think another priority to look at would be 
finding ways to Increase your income. 

When I was a school teacher I was frustrated by the need to earn more money so I was always on the 
lookout for opportunities to earn a bit extra here and there. 

I took a job driving a school bus to and from work so I could get paid to drive to work! 

I discovered I was really good at helping people manage their money so I started a business after 
hours helping people with that. 

When I was an apprentice in the 1970’s I played in a band on the weekends and earned extra money. 

There has never really been a time when I didn’t have something else going on on the side. I counted 
them up a few years back and there were well over 30 different ways I’ve earned money in my life. 

Too many people are stuck thinking they are limited by their job and what it pays, but there are so 
many other things you could do. You just have to get creative and the best place to start is to look at 
what you really love to do and consider if you could generate income from it in some way. Could you 
teach skills, could you sell what you produce. 

DW – Another really simple rule for growing wealth is to Pay yourself first. This is a simple principle 
straight from the book the richest man in Babylon. 

We talked about this in Episode 2. You should save a percentage of your income. The principle given 
in that book was to save 10%, and to save it before you get to spend any of your pay. Have it taken 
out before it arrives so it’s automatic. 

If you think you can’t afford 10% maybe you could start with 1% and then double it to 2% and then 
when you get a pay rise add that to it. Keep adding to it until you get to the 10%. 

What you don’t see you don’t miss.:- 

CM – It’s also important to Invest in yourself. If you want to be more successful you need to hang 
around with successful people and learn from them. Read great books and listen to great podcasts. 
One of my favourites is called ‘Think and Grow Rich’ by Napoleon Hill and one thing he says is ‘have a 
burning desire for what you want to happen, which takes us back to goals. You really need to know 
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what you want in life, what you want to achieve, and where you want to be in 5, 10 or 20 years time 
and then go for it, and once you do that, there’s no turning back. 

DW –  I honestly believe that most people do not have the time or the interest to learn enough about 

investing to be able to safely grow their investment portfolio. The best comment I think I can make 

here is to keep it really simple. I’ve seen people who have actively traded in property and shares and 

business and still didn’t do any better than someone who just saved a set amount every pay and let 

time do the work for them. 

CM - So they’re some tips from us, but the most important thing you can do when you get to this 

point is to get advice from a professional. 

And, that brings us to the end of Episode 3, the process that will enable you to Stay in control of your 

finances and grow (your money?) 

Make sure you listen to our Bonus Episode: Why Budgeting Sucks and Spending Planning is the only 

unique and proven solution to everyday money challenges. 

And you can get access to more of our podcasts by going to 

www.spendingplannersinstitute.com/podcast    

See you soon! 

DW - Bye for now 

http://www.spendingplannersinstitute.com/podcast

